Telemetry on the digestive system.

Endoradiozondirovanie:

Method of telemetric studies of the digestive tract. E. Principle is the following: a transmitter radio
miniaturized (radiopilyulya, radiosonde), who generates electromagnetic waves, swallowed by the
patient. The impact of physiological, physical and chemical phenomena during passage of pills in the
alimentary canal causes the modulation of frequency (Voir.la modulation of frequency) Generators
radiopilyul job in the waveband from 300 to 450 K or. 1800-2000 KHz, created endoradiosonde
(Radiopilyuli) to determine the temperature, of pressure and pH (Fig.2). E. radiopilyuli movement
allows us to notice the processes which occur in all parts of the alimentary canal. Sometimes
radiopilyule enclosed thread, what postpones its movement, for example, the stomach in the
duodenum.
The site is determined by rays or radiopilyli conclusions direction by radio (Vpor goniometry). E do
not interfere with processes digestive normal.

Lighted endoradiozondirovaniya BABSKII EB, Sorin A., Davydov Devices SN. Basic notions of
conception. Use of technology, Moscow, on 1975.

La radio directionnel :

The radio directional portrays goniometry (see goniometry) determine the direction of the program
source radio. By means of radiogoniometers. Finder is made up of the aerial-feeder system (AFS),
which serves to receive an object which stretches of the goniometry of waves radio, and so-called
receiver (PI). In PI as result of the comparison of amplitudes (with R. amplitude Goes about things ),
or the measure of difference of stage (in Is a product of stage RS) variable electromotive force led
in APS receives radio from waves, of information generate catches on the angle between the
direction of goniometry and of main object of plans at the beginning of reference. In universal (XY)
finder measures two angles defining direction in azimuth, one of them (azimuth). In the measure of
the shipping azimuth (direction) with viewfinder is df.

By measuring the degree of automation and indication process of direction direction to find
following intermediation type objects: non-subscriber trunk dialling (audience) - with indication of
the direction of the signal minimum or maximum to find places of audience, semiautomatic (person
with a strong visual sense) - with an indicator needle, or by beam d’ électrons of display,
subscriber trunk dialling - with numerical display parametres measure.RV with two detectors, situ a
bigger distance some of others (so that the direc on of the radio source does not have 30 vary of
less than), goniometry to determine the site of the object - it is situ the intersection of both
directions. R. (at the same time or short intervals) of two or several radio sources to which
positions are known, allows to determine the site of the object to leave of whom is R.

The phenomenon of directional, inherent reception most types of aerials and the subjacent
method of amplitude R. He has t not by ACE POPOV E. The invention of the aerial (see aerial)
driven the creation of the trouveurs first. In the development of theory and practice of R. major
contribution brings by Soviet scientists BA Vvedensky, MV SHULEIKIN R. and al is widely used in the
maritime, air and space navigation transport, information radio, astronomy, meteorology (see, for
example, finder).

Allum :. KUKES JS, the Old - Miss, radiogoniometry Foundations, Moscow, 1964 Vartanesyan GOES
Goikhman E. S., ROGATKIN MI, goniometry, MY, on 1966; Smirnovsky Une. F., assistants radio
navigation, L., on 1967 (Courts of navigation, flight 5, Book 5) Mezin VK, automatic
radiogoniometries, Mr, on 1969.
VK MEZIN, MI SKVORTSOV.

Directional:

Determine the direction of the source radio, type of DF. In the middle of radiogoniometry the
directional reception of waves is radio to leave a source with spatially separated finders. It is used
in navigation, astronomy, serviceman, etc
***
The radio directional:
Direction to find, the determination of the direction of the source radio, type of DF. In the middle of
radiogoniometry the directional reception of waves is radio to leave a source with spatially
separated finders. It is used in navigation, astronomy, serviceman, etcradiogoniom very automatic,
detector of direction for goniometry planes subscriber trunk dialling (See goniometry) of stations d’
mission radio of the Earth. R. priemoindikatornoe generally a device with a system of double
monitoring (See monitoring System) and refreshed of two aerials (production, a frame and nondirectional - stem). Besides RV is sense to find signals radio, received by both aerials, and signal of
commutation of the base of the frequency of the reference oscillator, by causing tension the
entrance of the receiver is module in amplitude. By comparing tensions with the exits of the receiver
and the reference generator produces a signal of error coming in the monitoring system. The last
picture turns automatically the minimal position of the signal of the woof, which coincides with the
direction of the research station of direction.

The angle of rotation of the frame by transmission outdistances report electrical do to point out the
angle of radio of private automatic exchange (the angle between the longitudinal axle of the plane
and the direction of the radio station). R. works habitually in conjunction with the so-called. NDB (to
see art. Radio Beacon), at least - with the directors of radio, aims etc, such as the radiodistributors. R.
to give the exit of the plane in the zone of the airfield, to put them on the landing and the decision of
other some problems of piloting navigation.
Mr Ra tchev.

Monitoring system:
Automatic control system (commands), which reproduces the exit with some precision
the reference variable of entrance, which varies according to an unknown law. C. one. perhaps of all
kinds physical appearance and the different ways of technical implementation. The diagram (Fig 1.)
the general principle of S. c explains. One of the elements cl s of S. c. - A comparator, which
compares the value of real exit of the resultant x having a value of entrance given of U (t) and having
produced a signal of error e = G (t) - x. the value of transfer x coming from the exit the entrance of
circuit by negative feedback (see Comments), sign of x back. Because of task is necessary be x = G (t),
then ε error is an error HER. It is about a bug in a functioning Well - Ace. owes very small enough.

As a result of electronics of signal is amplified and converted into a new signal u, which orders the
actuator. The actuator changes x in that way to limit gap. However, because of the presence of
various disturbances F (t) and noise n (t) error occurs new, and S. p. at all times to work on its
destruction, it is to say, "to look" at him to him and, optionally, for a value given of G (t). To
implement management with requested precision by using corrective special devices which are part
of the amplifier converter, as well as other local feedbacks. continuation, signal, and in a complex
way according to its tat on the parameters of the actuator. In certain cases, S. p. reproduce value of
U (t) in the other set of x (t) = kg (t), o k - the factor d’ scale, or in accordance a more complex
relation functional x (t) == Fr [G (t)].

Example C. c. - The system of the mining development on the exit tree (. Fig 2) defined arbitrarily by
the entrance angle θ 1 (t). mismatch ε = θ 1 (t) - θ 2 is produced by a transformer of circuit coupling
resolver s - the sensor and the receiver (this last is links up ! " the exit tree). Device of actuation is a
system of "engine-generator" with devices, what obliges - to change the load on the exit tree.

By principle of S. c. Working guidance system (face 3.) . In C. p. radar aerial (see radar) a gap of
angle error between the beam is radar and direction of the target, unit of execution - electrical
aerial. Automatic pilot led rockets also works on principle of S. c., And a mismatch is the gap of the
missile to leave the direction of the beam, and a device of actuation are servomotors and order
surfaces. By principle of S. c. Many systems functioning la operates by remote control and guidance.
C. one. measure devices are also working according to the principle of compensation, them
mismatch is difference between the entrance device and an indication of value measures (see
automatic Compensator). By principle of S. c. work some device of calculation. C. has. The value of
exit which is the mechanical displacement, which is call a monitoring actuator (see, for example,
the monitoring actuator). Examples of C. p. can be found in living organisms.

Calculation of C p. in its total conception is based on the theory of regulation and of automatic
control. C. one. an assessment (linear, not linear) or discreet (relay can have, impulses, numerical),
which is translated by the choice of the method of dynamic analysis. Besides, a technical calculation
is accomplished for every unit and the element. One of the main objectives of dynamic calculation
of C. p. - Synthesis of the devices of correction based on requirements specific for the process of
management of quality.

Allum :.Conception and calculation of the systems of monitoring, L., 1964, Kochetkov, VT, POLOVKO
AM, Ponomarev, VM, theory of the control systems distance and missiles head seeker, Mr, 1964,
Voronov, AA Principles of the theory of automatic control, Left 1-3, Moscow - Leningrad, 1965-1970;
Besekersky VA Popov, EP, The theory of the automatic systems of control, 3rd d, Mr, on 1975..

EP POPOV.

Curl:
The directional curl of an aerial, conceived as the only one or several spools of flat thread, forming a
cycle of woof, squares or in rectangular form. P. has. purpose in 1916 K. Brown. The perimeter of
the frame in most cases is very weak by report la length of the working wave length, entrance
resistance in order to P. has. has an inductive nature. He allows connection RS so.
Variable capacitor, one oscillating circuit which is configure on the working wave length. In babies
beyond fluctuations of amplitude and of stage of current s’ lowing in a woof, are practically
constant on all perimeter. Because in transmission and rheumatoid polyarthrite. in the inverse sense
of the elements of current of compared shell, electromagnetic waves put by them, are brought
forward in stage by exactly 180 . As a result, in perpendicular direction on the plan of the frame is a
complete compensation of radiance and in other domains of compensation am incomplete;
directions located in the plan of the woof intensity maximum correspond.

The electrical field E of an electromagnetic wave in a point located at a distance d of the transmission
of R.. Calculate by expression
or I - running in the woof; n - the number of turns; S - zone of the woof; X - length of functioning
wave; φ - the angle between plan of the frame and direction to the point in the course of
examination. Emf E, led in R. receiver., calculate by expression

Here E - field element electric the wave received parallel on the plan of the woof; φ - the angle
between plan of l’ expanse and the direction of the wave. In perpendicular plan on the plan of the
structure of woof of the one p. takes the form of huit .Coeﬃcient of direc onal and AR. #GAL
1,5.
Sometimes used as RV. Size of comparable picture $ %. In that case, mo ve becomes character
multilobs and to change the direction of maximum radiance (reception).
RV the most popular also. also received as a receiver direction of the aerial investigating officers
(including the finder s) and receivers radio operating in the long medium and short waves.
Light :. In. Schuster, H., Marine instruments of radio navigation, 1973 AL DRABKIN, VL
Zuzenko, KISLOV AG, aerial-feeder apparatus, 2nd d, Moscow, on 1974; Lavrov, ACE, GB Reznikov,
Aerial-fosterer apparatus, Mr, on 1974.
GA LAVROV.
The radio directional to determine the direction of the source radio, type of DF. In the middle of R.
the directional reception of waves is radio to leave a source with spatially Para the finders. It is
used in navigation, astronomy, of the army. of business, etc

